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ABSTRACT - Many modern (machine) learning strategies depend on the
intelligent acquisition of informative samples. Such sampling methods can
be viewed as an instantiation of the exploration-exploitation problem.
Initially, one is unclear about the state of the environment and the goal is
to take observations that refine the understanding of the state. If one has
a series of “experiments” (or queries), each of which provide information
about the state, an important question is how to design that sequence of
experiments to enable a decision about the environmental state as quickly
as possible. Exploration-exploitation problems abound in applications such
as anomaly detection, target localization, dynamical system tracking,
medical diagnosis, wireless body area sensor networks etc. The problem
of experiment design for classification (hypothesis testing) has been
persistently studied since the 1940s. Then and now, there has been an
emphasis on the design of asymptotically optimal methods. Herein, we
will provide new analysis which enables the design of strategies for the
finite sample regime. In key cases, our methods are also asymptotically
optimal, but provide significantly improved finite sample performance. We
specialize our analysis to the problem of anomaly detection for which we
can determine asymptotically tight upper and lower bounds on the
misclassification error and provide an experiment design strategy with
excellent finite sample performance. We further consider the application
of our approach to group-testing, wherein different experiments call for
the pooling of samples which can dramatically reduce the number of
experiments needed. Finally, we consider the problem of testing of
populations to provide good spatial estimates of the incidence of an
anomaly, such as SARS-CoV-2 positivity. We have preliminary analysis of
SARS-CoV-2 serological tests based on randomized testing undertaken by a
colleague at USC’s School of Public Policy. Our proposed strategy suggests
that uniform allocation for randomized testing over heterogeneous regions
may not yield the best estimates of positivity rates and offers a method by
which active hypothesis testing can be used to improve such estimates.
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